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4. Summary

Are Phobos and Deimos the result of a giant impact? Numerous
observations support the hypothesis that they are:

(1) Because Mars excess much prograde angular momentum,
it may have collided with an object that was 0.02 its mass
(Dones and Tremaine, 1993). Such an object near the orbit
of Mars is also predicted by accretionary theory calcula-
tions performed by Hartmann and Davis (1975), which
originally inspired the giant impact hypothesis for forming
the Moon. It appears from current crater-scaling laws that
the giant impact impact on Mars may have occurred after
formation of the crust and created the topographic dichot-
omy in hemispheres (Wilhelms and Squyres, 1984;
Andrews-Hanna et al., 2008), but such an impact may
have also created the Elysium (Frey and Schultz, 1990)
or Daedalia (Craddock et al., 1990) impact basins. The
impact velocity of this Mars-spinning object may have
been great enough to vaporize rock, thus helping insert
material into orbit.

(2) It has been suggested that oblique impact craters on Mars
record the slow orbital decay of ancient moonlets (Schultz
and Lutz-Garihan, 1982, 1988; Schultz, 1985; Chappelow
and Herrick, 2008). Assuming that all or at least a fraction
of oblique impact craters on Mars resulted from the impact
of former moonlets, the total mass that may have been
inserted into orbit from the giant collision that formed these
satellites is !1022 to !1021 g. This is only a small fraction of
the mass of the Mars-spinning object (<0.5%), and it is thus
plausible that Mars once had an impact-generated accretion
disk.

(3) The hypothesis that Phobos and Deimos formed as a result of
a giant impact early in martian history has merit in that it
explains the physical properties of these satellites better or
at least as well as any other hypothesis proposed previously.
Fig. 4 summarizes the sequence of events that describe the
giant impact hypothesis.

Support for the origin of the Earth’s moon by a giant impact
comes from sophisticated numerical models such as smoothed-
particle hydrodynamics (e.g., Cameron and Benz, 1991) and other
codes (e.g., Canup and Esposito, 1995). These models illustrate
the possibility of inserting the necessary material into orbit to form
the Moon; however, they represent time consuming, arduous
tasks. Simple cratering laws applied to the larger, albeit putative
martian basins provide information on the initial conditions and
constraints needed for such simulations (Tables 1 and 2), which
will be useful in testing the giant impact hypothesis. Ultimately,
however, better compositional information from both remote
sensing data and returned samples will also be needed to further
our understanding of the martian moons and possibly the forma-
tion of the Earth–Moon system as well.
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Fig. 4. Model for the origin of Phobos and Deimos. (a) Mars-spinning planetesimal collides with Mars vaporizing material and associated large impact basin is formed.
Angular momentum imparted to the surface gives Mars its final spin rate. (b) Vaporized material forms an accretionary disk. (c) Materials dissipate past the Roche limit of
Mars (dashed line) and begin to coalesce into small moons. (d) Moons continue to form until accretion disk is exhausted. Only Deimos forms outside synchronous rotation. (e)
Accretion disk completely dissipates. Dozens of small moons are left orbiting Mars. Tidal perturbations cause these moons to fall back towards the martian surface forming
grazing impacts (white ellipses). Development of the Tharsis bulge causes the orbital plane to precess. (f) Present martian system with only Phobos and Deimos in orbit.
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Recognizing that many of these objects must have been binary objects, a mechanism is proposed 

for the capture of the moons of Mars: by tidal dissociation of an asteroid moon from its parent 

body. 

 

Tidal forces strip a moon from an 

asteroid during close passage of Mars

 

 

Stripping of a moon from an asteroid is similar to the classic problem of Roche disruption of a 

cohesionless body, with the additional constraint that the moon has a kinetic energy that is equal 

to half of the gravitational binding energy.  Tidal forces lower the gravitational potential energy 

barrier, and dissociation of the moon from its primary will occur when the barrier is lowered so 

that the barrier can be overcome by kinetic energy of the moon.   

Binding force:   Fbinding =G
masteroidmmoon

rorbit
2

 

Tidal force:   Ftidal =
dFmars

dr
Δr = −2G

Mmarsmmoon

rapproach
3

Δr  

Here rorbit is the unperturbed orbital distance of the asteroid moon from the parent asteroid, rapproach 

is the distance from Mars at which gravitational dissociation occurs, and Δr is the distance of the 

asteroid moon from the asteroid, expressed as a variable. 

The maximum of the potential barrier occurs at the point where the tidal force equals the binding 

force: 

Landis 2002, 2009	
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概要	
•  火星にはフォボスとダイモスという2個の衛星がある。 
•  これらの起源については、60年代から小惑星捕獲説と周火星円

盤内での固体集積説のふたつが主に唱えられてきた。 
•  それぞれに致命的な弱点があった： 

捕獲説の弱点：規則衛星の軌道を持つ(順行円軌道) 
集積説の弱点：組成が火星より外側の小惑星と似ている 

•  C型小惑星に似ているというのが捕獲説を積極的に指示する最

大の根拠であったが、新しい観測では、強いていうならT型、D型、

P型に似ている。 
•  加えて、巨大衝突による月形成の大規模計算や、巨大惑星の

規則衛星・リング形成の計算結果を受け、近年は集積説を検証

する計算が続いているが、フォボスとダイモスの両方を説明でき

る結果は得られていない。 
•  少なくともダイモスは捕獲説では説明できない。 2 
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Common Table Column Headings:

 a Semi-major Axis (mean value)
e Eccentricity (mean value)
w Argument of periapsis (mean value)
M Mean anomaly (mean value)
i Inclination with respect to the reference plane: ecliptic, ICRF, or local Laplace (mean value)
node Longitude of the ascending node (mean value) measured from the node of the reference plane on the ICRF equator
n Longitude rate (mean value)
P Sidereal period (mean value)
Pw Argument of periapsis precession period (mean value)
Pnode Longitude of the ascending node precession period (mean value)

Headings only for elements with respect to the local Laplace plane:

 R.A.
Dec.

Right ascension and ...
Declination of the Laplace plane pole with respect to the ICRF.

Tilt The angle between the planet equator and the Laplace plane.
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+ View the NASA Portal 
+ Near-Earth Object (NEO)
Program

Search JPL

Planetary Satellite Mean Orbital Parameters
Select from satellites of Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto

WARNING: These mean orbital parameters are not intended for ephemeris computation. Accurate ephemerides should be obtained from
our HORIZONS system. Mean orbital parameters are primarily useful in describing the general shape and orientation of a
planetary satellite's orbit.

Satellites of Earth jump to: Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto or [top of page]  

Mean ecliptic orbital elements

Epoch 2000 Jan. 1.50 TT
Solution: DE405/LE405

Sat. a e w M i node n P Pw Pnode Ref.
(km) (deg) (deg) (deg) (deg) (deg/day) (days) (yr) (yr)

Moon 384400. 0.0554 318.15 135.27 5.16 125.08 13.176358 27.322 5.997 18.600 1

Satellites of Mars jump to: Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto or [top of page]  

Mean orbital elements referred to the local Laplace planes

Epoch 1950 Jan. 1.00 TT
Solution: MAR080

Sat. a e w M i node n P Pw Pnode R.A. Dec. Tilt Ref.
(km) (deg) (deg) (deg) (deg) (deg/day) (days) (yr) (yr) (deg) (deg) (deg)

Phobos 9376. 0.0151 150.057 91.059 1.075 207.784 1128.8447569 0.3189 1.1316 2.2617 317.671 52.893 0.009 5
Deimos 23458. 0.0002 260.729 325.329 1.788 24.525 285.1618790 1.2624 27.3703 54.5367 316.657 53.529 0.889 5

Satellites of Jupiter jump to: Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto or [top of page]  

Mean orbital elements referred to the local Laplace planes

Epoch 1997 Jan. 16.00 TT

Sat. a e w M i node n P Pw Pnode R.A. Dec. Tilt Ref.
(km) (deg) (deg) (deg) (deg) (deg/day) (days) (yr) (yr) (deg) (deg) (deg)

Io 421800. 0.0041 84.129 342.021 0.036 43.977 203.4889583 1.769 1.625 7.420 268.057 64.495 0.000 11
Europa 671100. 0.0094 88.970 171.016 0.466 219.106 101.3747242 3.551 1.394 30.184 268.084 64.506 0.016 11
Ganymede 1070400. 0.0013 192.417 317.540 0.177 63.552 50.3176072 7.155 63.549 132.654 268.168 64.543 0.068 11
Callisto 1882700. 0.0074 52.643 181.408 0.192 298.848 21.5710728 16.69 205.75 338.82 268.639 64.749 0.356 11
Amalthea 181400. 0.0032 155.873 185.194 0.380 108.946 722.6317143 0.498 0.196 0.393 268.057 64.495 0.000 11
Thebe 221900. 0.0176 234.269 135.956 1.080 235.694 533.7002568 0.675 0.398 0.797 268.057 64.495 0.000 11
Adrastea 129000. 0.0018 328.047 135.673 0.054 228.378 1206.9988064 0.298 0.058 0.116 268.057 64.496 0.000 11
Metis 128000. 0.0012 297.177 276.047 0.019 146.912 1221.2545982 0.295 0.057 0.115 268.057 64.496 0.000 11
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+ View the NASA Portal 
+ Near-Earth Object (NEO)
Program

Search JPL

Planetary Satellite Physical Parameters

The following tables provide known physical parameters for planetary satellites. References, where known, are
shown in square brackets (e.g. [1]) following the particular value. The JPL lunar constants and models technical
document is also available.

Earth's Moon
Sat. GM 

(km3/sec2)
Mean radius

(km)
Mean density 

(g/cm3)
Magnitude 
V0 or R

Geometric
Albedo

Moon 4902.801±0.001 [1] 1737.5±0.1 [2] 3.344±0.005 -12.74 [3] 0.12 [3]

Martian System
Sat. GM 

(km3/sec2)
Mean radius

(km)
Mean density 

(g/cm3)
Magnitude 
V0 or R

Geometric
Albedo

Phobos 0.0007112±0.0000010 [4] 11.1±0.15 [5] 1.872±0.076 11.4±0.2 [6] 0.071±0.012 [6]

Deimos 0.0000985±0.0000024 [4] 6.2±0.18 [5] 1.471±0.166 12.45±0.05 [6] 0.068±0.007 [7]

Jovian System
Sat. GM 

(km3/sec2)
Mean radius

(km)
Mean density 

(g/cm3)
Magnitude 
V0 or R

Geometric
Albedo

Io 5959.916±0.012 [8] 1821.6±0.5 [9] 3.528±0.006 5.02±0.03 [14] 0.63±0.02 [16]

Europa 3202.739±0.009 [8] 1560.8±0.5 [10] 3.013±0.005 5.29±0.02 [14] 0.67±0.03 [17]

Ganymede 9887.834±0.017 [8] 2631.2±1.7 [11] 1.942±0.005 4.61±0.03 [14] 0.43±0.02 [18]

Callisto 7179.289±0.013 [8] 2410.3±1.5 [12] 1.834±0.004 5.65±0.10 [14] 0.17±0.02 [18]

Amalthea 0.138±0.030 [8] 83.45±2.4 [13] 0.849±0.199 14.1±0.2 [15] 0.090±0.005 [19]

Himalia 0.45  85 [20] 2.6 14.2R [26] 0.04  

Elara 0.058  43 [20] 2.6 16.0R [26] 0.04  

Pasiphae 0.020  30 [20] 2.6 16.8R [26] 0.04  

Sinope 0.0050  19 [20] 2.6 18.2R [26] 0.04  

Lysithea 0.0042  18 [20] 2.6 18.1R [26] 0.04  

Carme 0.0088  23 [20] 2.6 18.1R [26] 0.04  
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起源に寄らず悩ましい	
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Table 1 Shape (best-fit
ellipsoid), volume, mass and
density of Phobos and Deimos,
from (1) Willner et al. (2010),
(2) Rosenblatt et al. (2008), (3)
Thomas (1993), (4) Jacobson
(2010), (5) This study

Phobos Deimos

Radius (in km) 13.0 ! 11.39 ! 9.07 (1) 7.5 ! 6.1 ! 5.2 (3)

Volume (in km3) 5748 + / " 190 (1) 1017 + / " 130 (3)

Mass (in 1016 kg) 1.06 + / " 0.03 (2) 0.151 + / " 0.003 (4)

Density (in g/cm3) 1.85 + / " 0.07 (5) 1.48 + / " 0.22 (5)

Fig. 1 Recent images of the Martian moons from current Mars orbiting spacecraft. (1a) Phobos from
Mars Express High Stereoscopic Resolution Camera (courtesy DLR/ESA); (1b) Phobos and (1c) Deimos
from Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter High-Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (Thomas et al. 2010)

all the identified craters result from a bombardment of the surface with the same rate
as for the Lunar surface (Lambeck 1979). Phobos’ surface shows, however, a large
crater (the Stickney crater with a diameter of 10 km, see Fig. 1), whose formation
was likely associated with numerous ejecta that may have formed numerous sec-
ondary craters. As a consequence, the age of Phobos’ surface would be incorrectly
estimated using the crater count technique. The craters on Deimos’ surface appear
more subdued than on Phobos probably due to a thicker regolith on Deimos than on
Phobos (Thomas et al. 1992).

The morphological similarities between Phobos and Deimos, on the one hand, and
numerous asteroids, on the other, have incited scientists to propose that both moons
are asteroids from the main belt located between Mars and Jupiter subsequently cap-
tured, under suitable conditions, by Mars’ gravitational attraction. This idea has been
re-inforced by the assessment of the surface composition of both moons from the
remote-sensing observations of their surfaces in the Visible-Near-infraRed (ViS-NiR)
wavelength band (about from 0.4 µm to 4 µm).

The composition of the surface of Phobos and Deimos The first reflectance spectra
of Phobos measured by the Viking-1 spacecraft were found to be similar to those
of low-albedo carbonaceous C-type asteroids of the main belt (Pang et al. 1978;

Rosenblatt (2011)	
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フォボス, ダイモスの起源説	
小惑星捕獲説: 巨大惑星の不規則衛星のように	

巨大衝突&周火星円盤内での固体集積説： 地球の月のように	

•  小惑星のような低密度と低アルベドを持つ 
•  D型、Ｔ型小惑星に似ている、始原的、というデータも 
•  火星のマントルとは似ていない、というデータも 

•  規則衛星の軌道を持つ -> 円盤経由の形成の結果と調和的 
•  火星系の角運動量は(まるで地球系のように)大きい  

      　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　-> 過去の巨大衝突を示唆 

オリンポス山の軽石説: 出典不明(少なくとも2001年以前)の俗説	

•  手近にある低密度天体 
ü オリンポス山は楯状火山 -> 軽石は出てこない 

5 



捕獲説	
火星に近づいた小惑星-> 捕獲 -> 円軌道化 

•  捕獲のためのエネルギー散逸 
•  周火星円盤のガス抵抗 　e.g., Burns 1978 
•  火星の原始大気の抵抗 　e.g., S. Sasaki 1990 
•  連小惑星の崩壊(3体相互作用) 　e.g., Landis 2002  
少なくとも一時的な捕獲は不可能ではない。 
 

•  円軌道化のメカニズム 
•  周火星円盤のガス抵抗 　e.g., Lambeck 1979 
•  火星の原始大気の抵抗 　e.g., S. Sasaki 1990 
•  火星の潮汐力 　e.g., Burns 1978, Landis 2002 
特にダイモスにおいて非常に難しい(潮汐が効かない)。 
円軌道化する前に2体が衝突してしまう。 

6 



小惑星の型	

Cracking the ‘compositional code’ of the map
Earlier planetesimal-formation theories that explained the history of the
asteroid belt invoked turbulence in the nebula, radial decay of material due
to gas drag, sweeping resonances and scattered embryos47,48. Individually,
each mechanism was, however, insufficient, and even together, although
many of these mechanisms could deplete, excite and partially mix the
main belt, they could not adequately reproduce the current asteroid belt49.

The concept of planetary migration—whereby the planets change
orbits over time owing to gravitational effects from the surrounding
dust, gas or planetesimals—was not new, but its introduction as a major

driver of the history of the asteroid belt came only recently. Migration
models began by explaining the orbital structure and mass distribution
of the outer Solar System, including the Kuiper belt past Neptune50.
Individual models could successfully recreate specific parts, but we still
sought to define a consistent set of events that would explain all aspects
of the outer Solar System. Every action of the planets causes a reaction in
the asteroid belt, so these models also needed to be consistent with the
compositional framework within the main belt that we see today.

The Nice model was the first comprehensive solution that could simulta-
neously explain many unique structural properties of the Solar System11–13,51,52,
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Figure 3 | The compositional mass distribution throughout the asteroid
belt out to the Trojans. The grey background is the total mass within each
0.02-AU bin. Each colour represents a unique spectral class of asteroid, denoted

by a letter in the key. The horizontal line at 1018 kg is the limit of the work from
the 1980s2,8,9. The upper portion of the plot remains consistent with that work,
but immense detail is now revealed at the lower mass range19.
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Figure 4 | The compositional mass distribution as a function of size
throughout the main belt out to the Trojans. The mass is calculated for each
individual object with a diameter of 50 km and greater, using its albedo to
determine size and the average density39 for that asteroid’s taxonomic class. For
the smaller sizes we determine the fractional contribution of each class at each
size and semi-major axis, and then apply that fraction to the distribution of all
known asteroids from the Minor Planet Center (http://minorplanetcenter.org/)
including a correction for discovery incompleteness at the smallest sizes in the

middle and outer belt19. Asteroid mass is grouped according to objects within
four size ranges, with diameters of 100–1,000 km, 50–100 km, 20–50 km and
5–20 km. Seven zones are defined as in Fig. 1: Hungaria, inner belt, middle belt,
outer belt, Cybele, Hilda and Trojan. The total mass of each zone at each size is
labelled and the pie charts mark the fractional mass contribution of each unique
spectral class of asteroid. The total mass of Hildas and Trojans are
underestimated because of discovery incompleteness. The relative contribution
of each class changes with both size and distance.
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フォボスは何型? 
•   Phobos 2のデータを領域別に再解析したところ、フォボスはC型

小惑星ではない。D型でもない。強いて言うならT型か。　　　　　　　　 
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　     [Murchie & Erard 1996] 
•  Mars Express のデータは、フィロ珪酸塩とスペクトルがよく一致す

ることなどからC型は否定。強いて言うならT型。超始原的物質は
ない。　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　[Giuranna et. al. 2011]	

•  Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter搭載のCRISM(The Compact 
Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars)のデータでは、フォ
ボスもダイモスも火星とは似ていない。元はCM炭素質コンドライト
のような始原的物質と考えられる。                           [Fraeman+2013] 

•  ロゼッタ搭載のOSIRIS(The Optical, Spectroscopic, and Infrared 
Remote Imaging System)のフライバイ時の観測データでは、D型。　　　  

                                                                                                    [Pajola+2014] 
 何とも言えてない 
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円盤内集積説：状況証拠	

巨大衝突 
•  火星系は地球系のように角運動量が大きいので、オフセット

の巨大衝突はあったと考えるのが自然である。  
Dones & Tremaine 1993 

•  火星表面のクレータを見ても巨大衝突があったのは明らか。 

many different sized blocks. However, analysis of Phobos’ libration
(Lambeck, 1979) suggests that this satellite is composed of homog-
enous material. Analysis of the impact history of Phobos through
smooth particle hydrodynamic code modeling (Asphaug and Benz,
1994) also supports the idea that this satellite is composed of
homogenous material probably <500 m in diameter.

An alternative hypothesis that is frequently overlooked is the
possibility that Phobos and Deimos are the result of a giant impact.
Such an idea was first suggested by Singer (1966), who proposed
that Phobos and Deimos may have been ‘‘kicked’’ off the martian
surface by a meteorite impact. Strom et al. (1992) also suggested
that material was placed into orbit following the formation of
the 7700-km-diameter Borealis basin forming a swarm of satellites
that once orbited Mars. Schultz and Lutz-Garihan (1982, 1988) and
Schultz (1985) came to a similar conclusion based on their analy-
ses that Mars has a statistically large number of oblique impact
craters on the surface that could be explained by the grazing im-
pacts of former moonlets. However, Bottke et al. (2000) reassessed
the oblique crater populations on Mars using a higher value of the
threshold angle below which impact craters become elliptical
(hthresh of 12! versus 5! as suggested by Schultz and Lutz-Garihan
(1982)), and determined that there is no such excess population
of elliptical craters compared to the Moon and Venus, and that
most of the oblique impact craters on Mars were formed by aster-
oids. The possibility that some of the oblique craters on Mars were
formed by the impact of former moonlets remains, however. More
recently, Chappelow and Herrick (2008) analyzed a double, oblique
impact feature north of Acheron Fossae at 40!N, 222.5!E (Fig. 1)
and determined that the most likely object to have formed it is a
former Mars-orbiting moonlet whose orbit tidally decayed.

The other lines of evidence that Phobos and Deimos are the re-
sult of a giant impact come from analyses of the spins of the terres-
trial planets, which suggest that Mars, like the Earth, has too much
prograde angular momentum to be explained by the accretion of
many small bodies (Dones and Tremaine, 1993). Simply stated,
the spin rate of Mars can only be explained by a collision with a

planetesimal during accretion (Dones and Tremaine, 1993). The
number of impact basins on Mars support the idea that large ob-
jects struck its surface early in its history, including evidence that
a giant impact formed the Borealis basin and created the martian
dichotomy (Wilhelms and Squyres, 1984; Andrews-Hanna et al.,
2008). Could one of these giant collisions have placed enough
material into orbit to form Phobos, Deimos, and other potential
moonlets as well?

The purpose of this manuscript is to synthesize various ideas
investigators have had about not only the Mars system but the
Earth–Moon system as well. As such, it is meant to be speculative,
but it is also meant to be thought provoking. The hypothesis that
Phobos and Deimos formed from a giant impact has merit and de-
serves further attention from various disciplines within the plane-
tary science community.

2. The spin rate of Mars

An indirect line of evidence suggesting the possibility that Pho-
bos and Deimos originated from a giant impact comes from analy-
ses of the martian spin rate and assessment of the effects a giant
impact might have based on current crater-scaling laws. From
Dones and Tremaine (1993), the spin rate of a planet is expressed
as the number of sidereal rotations per revolution around the Sun,
R and is written as

R ! 3hlzi
2XR2

p

"1#

where lz is the specific angular momentum perpendicular to the
orbital plane, X is the planet’s orbital frequency (1.06 $ 10%7 rad/
s), and Rp is the planetary radius of Mars (3.39 $ 106 m). The
assumption made is that the dimensionless parameter r remains
constant during accretion. This parameter is defined as

r & Rp

RH
& Rp

"GMp=X
2#1=3 "2#

where RH is the Hill, or tidal, radius of the planet, G is the universal
gravitational constant (6.6.73 $ 10%11 m3 kg%1 s%2), and Mp is the
mass of the planet (6.43 $ 1023 kg). The Hill radius is simply the dis-
tance where centrifugal force balances the gravitational attraction
from the planet. For Mars, R ! 670 and is a positive value because
Mars rotates in a prograde direction and r = 0.0022.

If a planet is formed by the accretion of many small bodies, a
process referred to as ordered accretion, then a maximum prograde
or retrograde spin rate is possible. Dones and Tremaine (1993)
show that with ordered accretion, values for Rr should be between
%2.2 and 0.3. However, Rr ! 1:5 for Mars, which they argue is evi-
dence that the rotation of Mars resulted from a stochastic compo-
nent or, in other words, is the result of stochastic accretion. In
stochastic accretion a planet’s final spin rate is determined by
the imperfect cancellation of angular momentum between individ-
ual impactors. Simply, a single impactor more massive than the
rest determines the final rotation rate and direction of the planet.
They show that the typical rotation rate can be estimated from
the equation

jRj ' Sm

r3=2 '
m1

Mp
r%3=2 "3#

where Sm is the dimensionless effective mass of a planetesimal rel-
ative to the planet, m1 is mass of a single impactor, which is more
massive than all the rest, and Mp is the mass of the planet. From this
equation, it follows that

Sm !
m1

Mp
"4#

Fig. 1. A double, oblique impact crater located at 40.5!N, 222.5!E north or Archeon
Fossae. Although the origin of such elliptical impact craters on Mars is uncertain,
Chappelow and Herrick (2008) determined that the nature of these particular
features is best explained by the impact of a former Mars-orbiting moonlet.
Potentially many such moonlets were in orbit around Mars at one time, and Phobos
and Deimos are the only two surviving objects.

R.A. Craddock / Icarus 211 (2011) 1150–1161 1151

円盤形成と集積 
•  巨大クレータより、岩石が蒸発する

ほどの高温になったと推測される。 
•  楕円クレータは、衛星として生き残

れなかったmoonletsが火星の潮汐
力によって火星に落下した跡と思わ
れる。 

Craddock (2011) 
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円盤内集積説：	
最近の数値計算 1 
Rosenblatt & Charnoz (2012)	

近い/遠い(Roche限界=2.5RMarsで分ける)周火星円盤を考える。	

•  内側円盤 
Ø  土星リングの流体計算コード(Charnoz+ 2010, 2011)を改良して使う。 
Ø  各タイムステップで、Roche限界の外に出た質量は1個のmoonletになる

とする。 
Ø  moonletsは自己重力、円盤重力、火星の潮汐力による軌道進化と合体

成長をする。　　　　　　　　-> 最大でフォボス程度に成長することは可能。 
Ø  円盤が薄くなると潮汐力が卓越してくるので大きいmoonletほどより内側

に落ち込んでくる。　　　　　　-> フォボス, ダイモスの配置は再現できない。 

•  外側円盤 
Ø  火星から遠いために潮汐力が効かないので、古典的な微惑星集積によ

る惑星形成と同じである。 
Ø  その結果を応用して見積もると、フォボス, ダイモスを個別に形成されう

るパラメタ領域は存在するが、両方が形成されることはない。 

今後、より詳しく調べる必要がある。	 10 



円盤内集積説：	
最近の数値計算 2 
Citron, Genda, & Ida (2015)	

ジャイアントインパクトによる周火星円盤形成のSPH計算	
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duce the theoretical moonlet population and greater than the disk
mass necessary to produce Deimos in the weak accretion regime.

Our finding that 1–4% of the impactor mass is inserted into an
accretion disk is 20–100 times higher than the Craddock (2011)
analytical estimate that 0.01–0.2% of the impactor is inserted into
orbit. This is partly because Craddock (2011) estimates the ejected
mass by assuming that half of a circum-Mars disk would migrate
outward and accrete into satellites, and therefore the disk mass
should be twice the mass of the past and present satellites. Addi-
tionally, the Gault and p-group scaling laws used to estimate the
mass of past satellites are valid only for 90! impacts therefore
should only provide a lower limit on the masses of the satellites

that could have formed elongate craters on Mars (Craddock,
2011). By numerically modeling the evolution of circum-Mars deb-
ris disks, Rosenblatt and Charnoz (2012) found that only 1% of the
disk mass necessarily accreted into satellites. Therefore, although
our simulations produce disks with higher mass than the
Craddock (2011) estimates, if less of the disk mass accretes into
moonlets and satellites, then similar satellite mass distributions
can be achieved.

It should be noted that our study examines a narrow parameter
space of Borealis-scale impacts that we find produce disks more
massive than the 1018 kg disk examined by Rosenblatt and
Charnoz (2012). Therefore, although we assume that 1% of the disk

Fig. 2. Snapshots of an SPH simulation during the impact and disk formation. Ejected particles are shown in black and disk particles are shown in red. The blue particles are
considered part of the planet. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. An edge on view of the simulation from Fig. 1 at t = 4 and 44 h. Colors of particles are the same as in Fig. 1. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

R.I. Citron et al. / Icarus 252 (2015) 334–338 337
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Charnoz (2012). Therefore, although we assume that 1% of the disk
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•  コアマントル構造を持つ火星に
様々な角度、速度でインパクタを
ぶつけた。 

•  ジャイアントインパクトでまき散ら
された粒子から最終的に形成さ
れる円盤の質量は、インパクタ
の1−4％になると見積もった。 

•  少なくとも衛星1個を集積で形成
するのに必要な質量の円盤が形
成されうることがわかった。	


